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- Interested in presenting your
research at a conference?

- Need help in crafting your research to
present?

- Looking for research/travel
funding?

Sneak
Peek!

Workshops to look out for this semester:

Need help writing
an abstract for
a conference?

Click the link to save your seat!
Poster Workshop:
http://bit.ly/PosterWorkshop2019
Effective Presentation Skills
Workshop:
http://bit.ly/PresentingWorkshop20
19

Writing a clear abstract is
important for conferences
and funding applications. Get
help from the Writing Center
to craft the perfect abstract!

Learn how
to make your
imprint!

GET INVOLVED!
PRESENT AT THE 16TH ANNUAL
UNDERGRADUATE CONFERENCE!

Submit your abstract to present on May 3, 2019
3:00-7:30 PM in the Lecture Center
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE: March 15th, 2019

http://bit.ly/ualbany16UGconf

Connect with the CURCE team!
Email us with questions, suggestions,
and highlights from your research or
creative project at

ugr@albany.edu

Find us on
social media!
@UAlbanyCurce

AWARDS CORNER:

PRO TIP:

Click on the
poster for more
information on
the award's
website!

AWARDS CORNER:
For more
information
& to apply:
http://bit.ly/Situat
ionPrizeforResear
ch
http://bit.ly/SorrellC
hesinAward

For more
information &
to apply:
http://bit.ly/curceAcceleratorGrants

Student Spotlight:
Conference Follow Up w/ Aleks S.
Environmental Science & Mathematics
Class of May 2019

For the 10ENERGY and Lumley awards,
"By applying to these grants, I was able to have
I had to explain my research that I would be
presenting at the conference, its
my conference experiences fully funded..."
importance, and broader impact to the
scientific community. At AMS, I presented
During December 2018, I attended the
a poster, an oral, and my Hyperwall
American Geophysical Union’s (AGU) Fall
presentation and at AGU, I presented a
Meeting in Washington, D.C. and in January
poster and my Hyperwall presentation. The
2019, I attended the American
research I presented was on my
Meteorological Society’s (AMS) Annual
undergraduates honors thesis in developing
Meeting, in Phoenix, Arizona. Both of these
a geospatial energy and life cycle
conferences offered travel grants and
assessment for oscillating water columns,
scholarship opportunities to apply for
which are a method of ocean wave energy
through their websites; I had applied to all
conversion, and I also presented my work
of the applicable awards months before
that I developed as part of a graduate
attending the conferences. By applying to
research course where I built a machine
these grants, I was able to have my
learning algorithm to predict wind energy
conference experiences fully funded which
availability using New York State Mesonet
was very important when flying to Phoenix
observations.
or booking hotels.
As a recipient of the grand prize, I was
Through AMS, I was awarded the
able to present my research on the
10ENERGY Student Travel Grant as an
Hyperwall at both AGU and AMS...
attendee of AMS’s 10th Conference on
Weather, Climate, Water, and the New
Energy Economy in addition to winning first "Not only has receiving these prestigious
place in the student oral presentation
awards helped fund my conference
competition. Through AGU, I was awarded
travels but they have also helped bolster
the David E. Lumley Scholarship in energy
and environmental science in addition to
my scientific merit when applying to
the grand prize of the NASA Data
graduate schools or internships."
Visualization and Storytelling Competition.

Student Spotlight:
Conference Advice from Aleks S.
While attending these conferences,
many doors were opened to me to network
with potential graduate school advisors
from other universities, learn new scientific
methods to implement into my research,
and gain conference presentation
experience that is paramount for graduate
school. These presentation experiences
provided me with an understanding of how
the scientific method operates at a higher
level while exposing me to numerous fields
of research that I had no idea existed.
Overall, presenting at these conferences is
an exciting opportunity to share your
science outside of the lab and network with
people within and outside of your field who
may become future collaborators on your
research.
I think that one of the best methods for
students to begin getting involved with
presenting, or even just attending, these
conferences is to search the conference
websites for travel grants and awards
opened to student applications.
"Applying to these grants seems

intimidating at first cause you think that the

chances of winning are too slim and that all

the other applicants are much more skilled,

however, many of the other students may be

in the same situation where it is their first

time attending."

"Often, these conferences prioritize

funding students who are first-time

attendees so your chances of winning

may be greater than you think."

Also, not every travel grant will require
you to submit your research to present at
the conference; these awards are great for
students who are new to research and are
looking for a field of research to enter.
If you meet a professor or graduate
student in a field that you are interested
in, networking with them may be able to
help you secure a position to work with
them for a summer or for graduate school.
There’s no harm in applying for
conference travel grants, and if you win
one, that is the ultimate driver to start
your journey in getting involved with
presenting research and attending
conferences.

More Opportunities To Get

INVOLVED
TO APPLY:

Please send a cover letter
expressing interest, any
relevant skills, and a resume
by March 1, 2019 to Professor
Bhatia in women's, gender
and sexulity studies:
rbhatia2@albany.edu

INTERESTED?

email
candrusz@albany
.edu

